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BARRY MULHOLLAND
www.barrymulhollandvisualartist.com
e:uubb@hotmail.co.uk
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BARRY MULHOLLAND

Barry Mulholland is a Belfast based visual artist working mainly in painting,
drawing and sculptural installation.
He completed his MA in Visual Art Practices at Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art,
Design & Technology (IADT) in 2015 and BA (hon) Fine & Applied Art,
Painting from Ulster University in 2012.
He was a co director of Platform Arts from 2013-15 and was founder manager
of South Studios, Belfast.
Recent exhibitions include: 2016 ‘Billboard Project’ East Belfast Arts Festival,
2016 ‘20/20’ CEX annual Exhibition, Enigine Room, Portview, Belfast, 2014
‘Members Exhibition’ Platform Arts, Belfast, 2014 ‘MA exhibition’ South
Studios Gallery, Belfast, 2013 'RDS Visual Arts Awards', Dublin, 2013 'On
the Waterfront' Waterfront Hall, Belfast, 2012 'Class' Crescent Arts Centre,
Belfast, 2012 'Departing from Dystopia' Inspire Gallery, Dublin, 2012 'Die
Gedanken sind frei / Thoughts are free St Mary's University College, Belfast


AWARDS: 2016 Individual Artists Award, Arts Council Northern Ireland,
2014 Aisling Bursary Award, West Belfast Partnership Board, 2013
Individual Artists Award, Arts Council Northern Ireland, 2012 RDS Taylor Art
Award Winner, RDS (Royal Dublin Society)
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CIARA O’MALLEY
www.ciaraomalley.com (under reconstruction)

e: omalley_ciara@yahoo.co.uk
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CIARA O’MALLEY
Ciara O'Malley, born Newtownhamilton, Northern Ireland, is multi-disciplinary
installation artist and completed a Masters in Art in Public with distinction at
the University of Ulster, Belfast, 2013.
She is currently living in Belfast and working freelance in both the North and
South of Ireland.
As an installation artist, she is interested in creating site-specific pieces that
explore art in an ethical context as it relates to ownership, authorship and
participation and against a background of ethnographic and socially engaged
practice. As demonstrated in her recent collaboration with Sven Anderson and
the people of north Dublin, the Luas Line Commission ‘Streets,’ at Connolly
Street Station, she utilizes technology to create interactive public art
installations and in her Masters project and exhibition –Clink in
H.M.P.Maghaberry, Lisburn 2013, ‘One Square Meal.’ with Hosford
Homeless Project 2016 and Tales from the Living Room, 2017.
Ciara has received many awards that include; Artist in the Community, Fire
Station Artists ‘Studios ‘03/’05 and the Ron Halward Award, 2010,
Commissions include the recent Luas Line, Dublin, the Arts Council N.I and
Government NI. She has taken part in residencies in Tyrone Guthrie Centre,
Annamakerrig, Co. Monaghan and Sim, The Association of Icelandic Visual
Artists, Reykjavik, Iceland and has exhibited throughout Ireland, U.K. and
internationally in China, Australia, Japan, Iceland and most recently at the
Radius of Art Conference, Cultural Potentials for Social Transformations,
Berlin, 7th-10th February 2012 and Art Works Event, Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Special Initiative, Developing Practice in Participatory Settings, Belfast, 19th
November 2013.
.
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COLIN DAVIS
e: cdavismail@yahoo.co.uk
Twitter: @colin_davis
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COLIN DAVIS
Colin Davis was born in the town of Lurgan, Co Armagh, Northern Ireland.
After completing a BA (Hons) Degree in Fine Art at the Belfast College of Art,
he went on to complete a Fine Art Masters Degree in Manchester, England.
His work has been exhibited widely throughout Britain and Ireland, as well as
Scandinavia and the United States.
During his career he has also been the recipient of several prestigious awards
and commissions such as the Award for Best Print at the Royal Ulster
Academy Exhibition in 2007 and is represented in many private, public and
corporate collections, including the Arts Council for Northern Ireland
collection.
He is currently a member of the Belfast Print Workshop and the East Belfast
artist studio collective Creative Exchange. During the Summer 2002, Belfast
and 2005, Louisville Kentucky he was one of five local artists involved in the
“Links That Connect Us” project. A collaboration which involved artists from
the USA and Ireland.
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FIONNUALA DUFFIN
e: fmduffin@yahoo.co.uk
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FIONNUALA DUFFIN

Fionnuala Duffin’s art work is not committed to any one medium instead
preferring the freedom of experimental work jumping between spray print,
acrylic, charcoal, oils and collage.

Fionnuala is a visual artist originally from county Tyrone now based near the
lough shore of county Down. She does not confine her art to just her studio
also working for the past 10+ years as an Arts Facilitator within the
community.
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DEREK WILSON
www.derekwilsonceramics.com
e: studio@derekwilsonceramics.com
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DEREK WILSON
‘My practice as a ceramicist centres on the making of a diverse range of
contemporary objects – from the functional to the sculptural. I always start
with the same process, the potter’s wheel being my predominant tool, but my
work is never static or fixed and in some ways reflects the multifarious
identities of contemporary ceramics – a twenty-first century hybridization of
studio potter and conceptual artist.
My ideas spring from a complex blending of the abstract to the familiar,
evident in both the functional ware and sculpture that I make. My objects, in
their colour, shape and materiality, reference the ideas of restraint,
containment and minimalism. My search for simplicity of form draws
inspiration upon a diverse range of sources from mid-century British
Constructivism to the history of the ceramic industry in Europe and Asia. I
work in celadon glazed porcelain and stoneware and my objects, whether
they are made to be used or not, tend to be placed in groupings – evoking
communality and sociability.
My aim is to push the boundaries of a traditional and diverse art form through
playing with its aesthetics, materiality and processes. Fundamentally, my work
is essentially made to be used in everyday life.’
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HEATHER DORNAN WILSON

www.heatherwilson.eu
e: info@heatherwilson.eu
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HEATHER DORNAN WILSON

Belfast born Heather Dornan Wilson holds a B.Ed in Drama & English, a
BA in Fine and Applied Arts and a Masters in Applied Art.
She was selected for bursaries through Arts & Business and received
several awards from ACNI and Lisburn & Castlereagh Borough Council
She creates work for exhibition and residencies, both home and abroad
and has won tenders for large-scale public sculpture and sculptural
awards.
Within her cross disciplinary practice, Heather was commissioned as a
research collaborator working with Maiden Voyage Dance Company &
Dance Resource Base, with the NI Science Festival, through Ulster
University School of Psychology and the Department for Research and
Innovation and was an invited artist on PICP, a European funded project
creating dialogue around arts, transition and prisons
She also curates, instigates and project manages innovative art
interventions with mak9, creating events and experiences that give
insight into art processes, creative thinking and the enjoyment of
materials.
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RAY DUNCAN
www.rayduncan.net
e: rayduncanbelfast@hotmail.com
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RAY DUNCAN
Throughout his artistic career Ray has produced abstraction, landscape and
figurative work. He has contributed both as a group and solo exhibitor, mainly
in N Ireland but has had his work shown in various galleries in Ireland and
further afield in London and New York. Among his better known exhibitions,
Arrivals and Departures (1998), The Summer of 98 (2000) and High Windows
and Bandaged Skies (2003) have marked Ray Duncan as one of Belfast’s
leading contemporary artists. Ray has returned to one of his earliest concerns
as a painter, the abandonment of recognizable subject matter in favour of
abstraction.
Exploring the matters of shape and colour sensations his work creates
atmosphere that will allow viewers to personally engage with the work. Some
of the canvases are sufficiently large at eight feet by six feet that the idea of
looking at a view of the world contained in a frame begins to disappear. It is
the viewer who enters the world of the painting and something of a
transcendental journey can take place.
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STEPHEN MILLAR
www.artbystick.com
Twitter:

@smarttrumpet

e: thewalrusandcrab@aol.com
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STEPHEN MILLAR

Stephen Millar is a visual artist specialising in painting and illustration.
‘Somewhere between abstraction and caricature, my work makes use of the
interplay between image and text, often for satirical ends. Colour and texture
are also important to me. The composition of a piece is often an unconscious
response to the depiction or manipulation of global events in the media. The
result may be bleakly comic or unsettling.’
‘I am passionate about promoting art as a medium for social rehabilitation and
inclusivity. To this end I have volunteered within community arts and worked
for the offender arts charity Koestler Trust in London. I completed a Masters in
Art Psychotherapy in 2014 which has allowed me the opportunity to work with
individuals and groups.’
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TED PIM
www.tedpim.com
www.instagram.com/tedpim
e: itstedpim@gmail.com
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TED PIM
“I have always been drawn to the old masters, a time when art was all about
beauty, every painting, every sculpture, every piece of music strove to be
beautiful.”
Ted Pim is a painter born in West Belfast whose murals adorn abandoned
spaces sprinkled throughout the U.S and Europe. He also exhibits widely on
an international scale in a number of commercial galleries across the globe.
Rather than communicating in the typical street art language of bold graphics,
colourful geometry and politically –bent symbols, Pim uses a visual lexicon
employed by artists like Rembrandt and Caravaggio, one of dark shadows,
rich tones and an excess of grandeur.
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JAQUELINE WYLIE
e: wylie71@hotmail.com
Facebook : www.facebook.com/Jacqueline.Wylie.Artist
Twitter: @JacquelineWylie
Instagram: @Jacqueline_Wylie
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JACQUELINE WYLIE

Dr. Jacqueline Wylie works with text, textiles and social media to explore how
value is assigned to creativity. Originally from Moygashel, Co. Tyrone, she
trained as an Industrial Archaeologist before graduating with a First Class
Fine Art degree from Staffordshire University in 1999.
In 2017 she completed a PhD at Ulster University, researching the
consequences of social media on artists’ studio practice in Ireland and the
UK, 2004-2014.
Jacqueline received an ACNI ACES Award in 2015/16 to develop her practice
and in 2017 she relocated from Rogue Studios in Manchester to Creative
Exchange in East Belfast.
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KATHERINE ST.ANGELO
www.katherinestangelo.com
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KATHERINE ST. ANGELO

Katherine St. Angelo is a mixed media artist native to the United States now
residing in Northern Ireland. Her work encompasses a multiplicity of mediums;
printmaking, collage, textiles, paint, embroidery and recycled materials she
collects.

‘As a mixed media artist using predominately textiles at the core of my work, it
is texture and layering that dominates the aesthetics of my art work. I draw
inspiration from the different materials I have to hand, interacting with the
various mediums at my disposal.
Social political attitudes and events, the ever changing natural environment
and our imaginings of what the future holds often dominate my thoughts when
creating a piece of work. Regardless of the surrounding thoughts; it is the
desire to create and the exploration of the process that drives each piece
forward. When layers of paint and fabric are sewn together, the complex
relationship of modern human existence with all that surrounds us, sets the
scene. This most terrifying and exciting time in this world exemplifies how I
feel every time I embark on a new piece of work.’
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ROBERT CLARKE
email. 16102002@student.ncad.ie
www.linkedin.com/in/robert-andrew-clarke
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ROBERT CLARKE
Robert Clarke is currently undertaking a practice-based PhD through
Sculpture and Expanded Practice at the National College of Art and Design in
Dublin.

‘My current work is an exploration to see if some form of co-existence can
possibly be found between ephemerality and documentation. Ephemeral
artworks are made to disappear. Acts of capturing these artworks in all forms
of documentary evidence, often ends up destroying the central message of
fleetingness underlying them. Documentation creates an unintended fixed
moment and portrays a sense of permanence that was not envisioned or
desired at the time the work existed. Within my practice I am attempting to
create ephemeral surfaces onto which I project video, photographs and text,
in an attempt to find poetic strategies for combining documentation within the
actuality of ephemeral process.
Although at an early stage I am also attempting to highlight similarities I feel
queer temporalities share with ephemeralness. Highlighting how queer history
survives despite seeming at times to disappear, in the hope that similar
strategies could be employed when documenting transitory art-events. ‘
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